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ABSTRACT 
In applying communicative competence that became the utmost teaching method in teaching English program, 

the lecturers found the fact that the Islamic communication students are apparently reluctant to speak and 

communicate their ideas confidently. It happ

to say and how they are going to say their ideas. 

the sequences of Islamic-content-TED and integrate those public speaking sequ

Al-Hadid’s students to give an understanding and also to improve the confidence and quality in delivering 

public speaking speech for the sophomore students who are majoring Islamic Communication & Broadcasting. 

For further, in order to master this skill, students are also expected to find noble ideas to be shared in their 

personal public speaking. This action research study then found out that having sharing the sequences of TED 

talks, the student’s public speaking productions a

also the student’s accuracy of the students could be controlled well. 
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1. Introduction 

In this last decade, the growth of Islamic Universities and Institutes accessed from 

forlap dikti is steeply increasing.

join Islamic Universities in continuing their higher education. One of the favorite major in 

dakwah faculty that is offered by those Islamic Universities and Institutes is Islamic 

Communication and Broadcasting Major (KPI

Communication and Broadcasting Major is a study about how to do 

Islamic value to the society through a range media. Mostly, the target competence of this 

major is the ability in delivering, communicating, and propagating the idea of Islam, as the 

consequences the communication skill becomes important skill that should be mastered by 
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In applying communicative competence that became the utmost teaching method in teaching English program, 

the lecturers found the fact that the Islamic communication students are apparently reluctant to speak and 

communicate their ideas confidently. It happens because they thought that they do not know what they are going 

to say and how they are going to say their ideas. By knowing these problems the lecturers then tried to analyze 

TED and integrate those public speaking sequences from TED talks to STID 

’s students to give an understanding and also to improve the confidence and quality in delivering 

public speaking speech for the sophomore students who are majoring Islamic Communication & Broadcasting. 

order to master this skill, students are also expected to find noble ideas to be shared in their 

personal public speaking. This action research study then found out that having sharing the sequences of TED 

talks, the student’s public speaking productions are more organized and powerful; moreover, 

also the student’s accuracy of the students could be controlled well.  
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Islamic College Students from KPI students as stated in Islamic University vision and 

missions.  

On other sides, Islamic university

conventional Islamic boarding house  have 

compared to the vision and mission

conventional Islamic boarding houses have characteristic that focuses on Arabic Language 

and Middle East Culture rather than English Language and Western Culture.  As the 

consequences, based on the English Language pretest result taken by the le

apparently see English skill as a minor skill that does not really need to be achieved since 

they understand the goal of attending in Islamic boarding house is to have good morality and 

be able to build a better society

reluctant to learn, speak and master English Language. To achieve the vision and 

Islamic university and to minimize the gap between University target and freshmen’s 

paradigm on English, this article aims to find the effective way to train students speaking skill 

by using English public speaking skill theory via Islamic

Entertainment Design Talk).  

TED (Technology, Entertainment and Design) Talks has been providing intellectually 

stimulating presentations since 1984. TED presentations are delivered by non

native speakers of English. This TED tal

over 40 languages via the TED website. Many educators have been utilizing these valuable 

learning materials since there are a lot of things could be explored from TED Talks. These  

talks  are valuable for education for many reasons (

Rubenstein, 2012; Sugimoto & Thelwall, 2013; Taibi et al., 2015).

of linguistic support with the innovative and engaging content, and also with the clarity of t

presentation structure. 

Most of research on English Public Speaking, by TED, are mostly focusing their 

research into experiential and theoretical descriptions 

2000; Ren, 2007; Jing-lan & Hui, 2006

studies lack theoretical support and the

systematic lesson planning and models to follow. 

Language Teaching (ELT), most of the researches mostly focus only on listening skill (Rost, 

2011; Wolfe, 2013) and less integrate the TED talks
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Islamic College Students from KPI students as stated in Islamic University vision and 

university students who are mostly from Islamic schools or 

conventional Islamic boarding house  have a different paradigm about learning English, 

mission of Islamic Universities. The unique thin

conventional Islamic boarding houses have characteristic that focuses on Arabic Language 

and Middle East Culture rather than English Language and Western Culture.  As the 

consequences, based on the English Language pretest result taken by the lecturer, the students 

apparently see English skill as a minor skill that does not really need to be achieved since 

they understand the goal of attending in Islamic boarding house is to have good morality and 

a better society in their neighborhood. Because of this paradigm, they are 

reluctant to learn, speak and master English Language. To achieve the vision and 

Islamic university and to minimize the gap between University target and freshmen’s 

paradigm on English, this article aims to find the effective way to train students speaking skill 

by using English public speaking skill theory via Islamic-content TED  Talks (Technology 

TED (Technology, Entertainment and Design) Talks has been providing intellectually 

stimulating presentations since 1984. TED presentations are delivered by non

native speakers of English. This TED talks has downloadable transcripts that are available in 

over 40 languages via the TED website. Many educators have been utilizing these valuable 

learning materials since there are a lot of things could be explored from TED Talks. These  

or education for many reasons (Carlo, 2014; Denskus & Esser, 2015; 

Rubenstein, 2012; Sugimoto & Thelwall, 2013; Taibi et al., 2015). It provides the availability 

of linguistic support with the innovative and engaging content, and also with the clarity of t

Most of research on English Public Speaking, by TED, are mostly focusing their 

research into experiential and theoretical descriptions (Chen, 2010; Jing & Li, 2009

lan & Hui, 2006; Coxhead & Walls, 2012). However, some of the 

studies lack theoretical support and there were only few studies that provide complete and 

systematic lesson planning and models to follow. In the integration of TED in English 

Language Teaching (ELT), most of the researches mostly focus only on listening skill (Rost, 

) and less integrate the TED talks for improving speaking skill.
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research then aimed to; (1) use the TED Talks as authentic materials  (2) figure out the steps 

of integrating public speaking sequences from TED talks to STID 

order to give an understanding of publ

from Islamic-content TED videos for their personal public speaking; (4) improve the 

confidence and English quality in delivering public speaking speech for the sophomore 

students who are majoring Islamic Communication & Broadcasting by using Islamic

TED Talks in step-by step-lesson plans.

TED Talks were used as supplementary materials to teach oral communication, 

presentations and public speaking skills for Islamic Broadcasting and Communicati

Students (KPI) at STID Al-Hadid

content, later is called Islamic-content TED Talks, were used as an authentic material in the 

classroom as demanded by Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) approach w

aimed to develop students’ listening and speaking skills in English, to provide any topics, 

themes, or non-language issues of interest that meets the Content Based Instruction (CBI) 

criteria and to provide a contextual presentations

 

2. Methods  

In this section, the rationale for integrating action research will be addressed. The 

rationale of integrating action research for this study is to see the process of systematic 

collection and the analysis of data in order to make an improvement of student

skill. Nunan said that the classroom could be a 

the materials and classroom tasks in a teacher’s own context and situation 

further he and some researchers stated that this form of action research that is very significant 

in language education and promoted classroom action

education, especially university level, where the teachers could become the researcher and 

have more authorities to create language curriculum. 

The design of this research is based on the concept of promoting students’ confidence, 

accuracy, and proficiency in speaking English by using action research procedures to 

investigate how their confidence  in speaking could be impro

of Islamic-TED Talks as a source material for Islamic Communication and Broadcasting 

Students. The data were obtained by using both quantitative and qualitative methods. This 

research had accomplished 4 main stages in each cy

Observation stage, Reflection stage and Revision stage.

TED Public Speaking as a Source Material for Improving Islamic Student’s Communication Skill

research then aimed to; (1) use the TED Talks as authentic materials  (2) figure out the steps 

of integrating public speaking sequences from TED talks to STID Al-Hadid’s students in 

order to give an understanding of public speaking roles; (3) assimilate the language and ideas 

content TED videos for their personal public speaking; (4) improve the 

confidence and English quality in delivering public speaking speech for the sophomore 

amic Communication & Broadcasting by using Islamic

lesson plans. 

TED Talks were used as supplementary materials to teach oral communication, 

presentations and public speaking skills for Islamic Broadcasting and Communicati

Hadid, Indonesia. The selected TED Talks which have Islamic 

content TED Talks, were used as an authentic material in the 

classroom as demanded by Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) approach w

aimed to develop students’ listening and speaking skills in English, to provide any topics, 

language issues of interest that meets the Content Based Instruction (CBI) 

a contextual presentations for Islamic Students. 

In this section, the rationale for integrating action research will be addressed. The 

rationale of integrating action research for this study is to see the process of systematic 

collection and the analysis of data in order to make an improvement of student

skill. Nunan said that the classroom could be a laboratory for experimenting and evaluating 

the materials and classroom tasks in a teacher’s own context and situation (Nunan, 1991)

further he and some researchers stated that this form of action research that is very significant 

in language education and promoted classroom action research to be applied in all levels 

, especially university level, where the teachers could become the researcher and 

have more authorities to create language curriculum. (Nunan, 1992; Warrican, 2006

The design of this research is based on the concept of promoting students’ confidence, 

accuracy, and proficiency in speaking English by using action research procedures to 

investigate how their confidence  in speaking could be improved through the implementation 

TED Talks as a source material for Islamic Communication and Broadcasting 

Students. The data were obtained by using both quantitative and qualitative methods. This 

research had accomplished 4 main stages in each cycle, there are Planning stage, Action and 

Observation stage, Reflection stage and Revision stage. 
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presentations and public speaking skills for Islamic Broadcasting and Communication 

, Indonesia. The selected TED Talks which have Islamic 

content TED Talks, were used as an authentic material in the 

classroom as demanded by Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) approach which is 

aimed to develop students’ listening and speaking skills in English, to provide any topics, 

language issues of interest that meets the Content Based Instruction (CBI) 

In this section, the rationale for integrating action research will be addressed. The 

rationale of integrating action research for this study is to see the process of systematic 

collection and the analysis of data in order to make an improvement of students’s speaking 

for experimenting and evaluating 

(Nunan, 1991). For 

further he and some researchers stated that this form of action research that is very significant 

research to be applied in all levels of 

, especially university level, where the teachers could become the researcher and 

Warrican, 2006).  

The design of this research is based on the concept of promoting students’ confidence, 

accuracy, and proficiency in speaking English by using action research procedures to 

ved through the implementation 

TED Talks as a source material for Islamic Communication and Broadcasting 

Students. The data were obtained by using both quantitative and qualitative methods. This 

cle, there are Planning stage, Action and 
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Figure 

 

3. Findings and Discussion 

English and Islamic-TED Talk

English subject in KPI major in fact becomes one of the fundamental subjects to be 

given to the students in order to prepare them to face the globalization era. In this 

globalization era, they should be able to understand the Islamic ideas and communicate 

Islamic values either in active or passive English. Whenever they work as a news anchor or 

journalist in national or local television stations for example they should have capability in 

understanding both national and international issues especially 

also have to be literate in understanding, using, pronouncing specific terms that are closely 

related to Islam, such as the issue of 

by using hijab and many other Islamic issues. By seeing those characteristics, In English 

Language teaching (ELT) this specific Purpose of English Teaching for Islamic Broadcasting 

and Commination Learners is Clas

John (1998).  

“TED Talks” which is known as talks for Technology, Entertainment and Design is a 

private, non-profit organization founded in order to disseminate “ideas worth spreading”. The 

Talks which are delivered by non

transcripts that are available in over 40 languages via the TED website. These talks are 

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

Cycle 4
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Figure 1. Action Research Cycles 

TED Talk 

English subject in KPI major in fact becomes one of the fundamental subjects to be 

given to the students in order to prepare them to face the globalization era. In this 

globalization era, they should be able to understand the Islamic ideas and communicate 

Islamic values either in active or passive English. Whenever they work as a news anchor or 

journalist in national or local television stations for example they should have capability in 

understanding both national and international issues especially that are related to Islam. They 

also have to be literate in understanding, using, pronouncing specific terms that are closely 

related to Islam, such as the issue of Islamophobia, Islamic bigotry issues, woman oppression 

by using hijab and many other Islamic issues. By seeing those characteristics, In English 

Language teaching (ELT) this specific Purpose of English Teaching for Islamic Broadcasting 

and Commination Learners is Classified as ESP teaching as classified by Dudley

“TED Talks” which is known as talks for Technology, Entertainment and Design is a 

founded in order to disseminate “ideas worth spreading”. The 

Talks which are delivered by non-native and native English speakers have downloadable 

transcripts that are available in over 40 languages via the TED website. These talks are 

• Planning - giving TED talks & Impromptu TED Talks performance  

• Action - doing the plan of cycle 1 at class

• Reflection - Students got confused with the order of speaking

• Revision - showing the order of public speaking
Cycle 1

• Planning - watchinga and listening to TED talks, analyzing the sequence of 

TED talk & performing the talks

• Action - doing the plan of cycle 2

• Reflection - students could follow the sequence even the performance are 

still  unarranged & less powerful and the accuracy is still low

• Revision - Asking students to design and preparing script

Cycle 2

• Planning - designing, preparing script and performing the talk

• Action - doing cycle 3 plan at class

• Reflection - the performance are based on the order the accuracy is 

improving even the fluency is still less achieved

• Revision - giving more practing in fluencing the speech

Cycle 3

• Planning - rehearsing and performing in front of friends before giving talk at class

• Action - do that in cycle 4, as a form of assignment

• Reflection - most of the students could perform proper, powerful, persuasive, 

accurate, fluent talk in front of the class

• Revision - the unnachieved students could be given more time to practice

Cycle 4
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distributed under a Creative Commons license and are thus free for English Trainers to utilize 

these valuable and accessible these authentic learning materials in their classes

website has two features that make it particularly useful for language

interactive transcript for each video in the original English as well as many other languages, 

all translated by volunteers with clickable phrases that allow students to jump directly to that 

particular phrase in the video, and t

study support, can also help students to grasp the conceptual content of the presentations in 

order to participate in class activities.

As mentioned before, many educators incorporate TED Talks int

TED Talks have found their way into nowadays culture. This makes TED Talks as one of 

excellent ESL teaching aides and below would be described some benefit for both the 

instructor and the student in incorporating TED as listening tools,

vocabulary boosters and speaking teaching tools in EFL classroom.

The importance of listening skill in EFL classrooms is hardly ever developed well 

since most educators think that it is passive skill and secondary to speaking 

2012; Graham, 2009). Listening in EFL Classroom was apparently mostly presented as 

listening testing activities rather than listening training activities. Non authentic listening 

materials probably contribute to the failure of listening development. According to 

(2011)  the recommended listening materials presented in the classroom should be intensive, 

interactive, extensive, responsive and autonomous. The listening material should have 

phonology, grammar and vocabulary target as demanded in intensive listening. The ability of 

determining main ideas and gist should be considered in choosing selective listening 

materials. The materials should also be interactive because it could stimulate the active

learning in listening class. Listening material should be able to be presented as a listening for 

pleasure and also academic in the same time. Responsive listening could be understood as the 

stand of listener’s point of view. Last but not least, Listening

chosen autonomously by the learners. TED Talks could certainly be used for all types of 

listening described by Rost (2011).

As Harmer (2007) said, the authenticity is best described, as any text that has not been 

created specifically for language learning or simply, text designed for native speakers. 

Morrow (1977) also understand it as any listening materials that is from real language and 

produced by a real speaker or writer for a real audience and designed to convey a real 
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istributed under a Creative Commons license and are thus free for English Trainers to utilize 

these valuable and accessible these authentic learning materials in their classes

website has two features that make it particularly useful for language teaching. The first is an 

interactive transcript for each video in the original English as well as many other languages, 

all translated by volunteers with clickable phrases that allow students to jump directly to that 

particular phrase in the video, and the subtitles, which, in addition to being a great language 

, can also help students to grasp the conceptual content of the presentations in 

order to participate in class activities. 

As mentioned before, many educators incorporate TED Talks into their lessons and 

TED Talks have found their way into nowadays culture. This makes TED Talks as one of 

excellent ESL teaching aides and below would be described some benefit for both the 

instructor and the student in incorporating TED as listening tools, authentic materials, 

vocabulary boosters and speaking teaching tools in EFL classroom. 

The importance of listening skill in EFL classrooms is hardly ever developed well 

since most educators think that it is passive skill and secondary to speaking (More & Carreon, 

Listening in EFL Classroom was apparently mostly presented as 

listening testing activities rather than listening training activities. Non authentic listening 

materials probably contribute to the failure of listening development. According to 

the recommended listening materials presented in the classroom should be intensive, 

interactive, extensive, responsive and autonomous. The listening material should have 

grammar and vocabulary target as demanded in intensive listening. The ability of 

determining main ideas and gist should be considered in choosing selective listening 

materials. The materials should also be interactive because it could stimulate the active

learning in listening class. Listening material should be able to be presented as a listening for 

pleasure and also academic in the same time. Responsive listening could be understood as the 

stand of listener’s point of view. Last but not least, Listening materials should be able to be 

chosen autonomously by the learners. TED Talks could certainly be used for all types of 

listening described by Rost (2011). 

said, the authenticity is best described, as any text that has not been 

created specifically for language learning or simply, text designed for native speakers. 

also understand it as any listening materials that is from real language and 

produced by a real speaker or writer for a real audience and designed to convey a real 
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these valuable and accessible these authentic learning materials in their classes1. The TED 

teaching. The first is an 

interactive transcript for each video in the original English as well as many other languages, 

all translated by volunteers with clickable phrases that allow students to jump directly to that 

a great language 

, can also help students to grasp the conceptual content of the presentations in 

o their lessons and 

TED Talks have found their way into nowadays culture. This makes TED Talks as one of 

excellent ESL teaching aides and below would be described some benefit for both the 

authentic materials, 

The importance of listening skill in EFL classrooms is hardly ever developed well 

(More & Carreon, 

Listening in EFL Classroom was apparently mostly presented as 

listening testing activities rather than listening training activities. Non authentic listening 

materials probably contribute to the failure of listening development. According to Rost 

the recommended listening materials presented in the classroom should be intensive, 

interactive, extensive, responsive and autonomous. The listening material should have 

grammar and vocabulary target as demanded in intensive listening. The ability of 

determining main ideas and gist should be considered in choosing selective listening 

materials. The materials should also be interactive because it could stimulate the active 

learning in listening class. Listening material should be able to be presented as a listening for 

pleasure and also academic in the same time. Responsive listening could be understood as the 

materials should be able to be 

chosen autonomously by the learners. TED Talks could certainly be used for all types of 

said, the authenticity is best described, as any text that has not been 

created specifically for language learning or simply, text designed for native speakers. 

also understand it as any listening materials that is from real language and 

produced by a real speaker or writer for a real audience and designed to convey a real 
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message. In general, authentic materials provide a more source of lexical and syntactic inpu

for students to “notice”, are more beneficial to develop students’ communicative competence 

(Gilmore, 2007, and increase student motivation 

Peacock, 1997). Since TED Talks are given to audience of English speakers and also tend to 

bring popular issues, the writer then could classify TED Talks as authentic materials. 

Moreover, the characteristic defined by 

as an excellent authentic material for English learners.

The fact that by having more vocabularies, learners would have easier understanding 

of the target language that becomes a main reason of important role of vocabularies in both 

first and second language acquisition across all levels of education. In order to compile 

proper Islamic vocabulary lists gathered from Islamic

materials, this research have analyzed high

corpus and some of the results that were used into the classroom for eliciting student’s 

understanding about the selected Islamic

speaking section could be seen on the table below.

 

The steps of integrating Islamic

Communication Students (KPI)

• Cycle 1  

In this cycle, the lecturer introduced the form of Islamic TED talks to the students 

asked the students to perform the TED talk based on the 

focus had been prepared by the lecturer. The goal of this cycle was introducing the type of 

TED Talks, getting the main idea from the talk based on the table below.

Table 1. The Islamic

Presenters Language Focus
Discuss the meaning of the 

vocabularies / phrases in 

bold with your partner

Mustafa Akyol  

Faith versus Tradition 

in Islam  

I put on my 

I observed

They were together while 

doing the circular walk 

around the Kaaba. 

 

Attiya Latif I've struggled with 

stereotypes
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message. In general, authentic materials provide a more source of lexical and syntactic inpu

for students to “notice”, are more beneficial to develop students’ communicative competence 

, and increase student motivation (Clavel-Arroitia & Fuster-Marquez, 2014

Since TED Talks are given to audience of English speakers and also tend to 

er then could classify TED Talks as authentic materials. 

Moreover, the characteristic defined by Morrow (1977) also strengthen the idea of TED 

as an excellent authentic material for English learners. 

The fact that by having more vocabularies, learners would have easier understanding 

of the target language that becomes a main reason of important role of vocabularies in both 

language acquisition across all levels of education. In order to compile 

proper Islamic vocabulary lists gathered from Islamic-content TED Talks as authentic 

materials, this research have analyzed high-frequency words across the selected Islamic TED 

and some of the results that were used into the classroom for eliciting student’s 

understanding about the selected Islamic-content TED Talks in listening and pre activity for 

speaking section could be seen on the table below. 

Islamic-content TED Talks for Islamic Broadcasting and 

Communication Students (KPI) 

In this cycle, the lecturer introduced the form of Islamic TED talks to the students 

asked the students to perform the TED talk based on the targeted sequences. The language 

focus had been prepared by the lecturer. The goal of this cycle was introducing the type of 

TED Talks, getting the main idea from the talk based on the table below. 

The Islamic-English TED material for cycle 1 

Language Focus 
Discuss the meaning of the 

vocabularies / phrases in 

bold with your partner 

Comprehension 

Questions 
Discuss the content of 

selected TED Talks with 

your group 

I put on my ritualistic dress 

observed all the rituals. 

They were together while 

the circular walk 

around the Kaaba.  

1.What event that happens in 

the Story Mustafa tells at 

the start of the talk? 

2.What were two important 

messages delivered by 

Akyol? 

I've struggled with divisive 

stereotypes that threaten my 

1. What happened when 

Attiya was at school? 
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message. In general, authentic materials provide a more source of lexical and syntactic input 

for students to “notice”, are more beneficial to develop students’ communicative competence 

Marquez, 2014; 

Since TED Talks are given to audience of English speakers and also tend to 

er then could classify TED Talks as authentic materials. 

also strengthen the idea of TED Talks 

The fact that by having more vocabularies, learners would have easier understanding 

of the target language that becomes a main reason of important role of vocabularies in both 

language acquisition across all levels of education. In order to compile 

content TED Talks as authentic 

frequency words across the selected Islamic TED 

and some of the results that were used into the classroom for eliciting student’s 

content TED Talks in listening and pre activity for 

content TED Talks for Islamic Broadcasting and 

In this cycle, the lecturer introduced the form of Islamic TED talks to the students and 

sequences. The language 

focus had been prepared by the lecturer. The goal of this cycle was introducing the type of 

Discussion 

Questions 
Give your opinions of 

selected TED Talks 

with your group 
1.  Have you ever been 

in a similar 

condition to the one 

Akyol describes in 

his story at the 

beginning?  

2.Can you find similar 

issue happen in 

Indonesia? 

1. What do you think 

of the talk? 
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TEDxUVA 

A Feminist's Choice to 

Wear the Hijab 

identity as a human being

the term 

means to 

view 

that means being 

your daily

this idea of 

seen as 

primitive people

Yassmin Abdel-

Magied 

What does my 

headscarf mean to you? 

Equal opportunity is 

ubiquitous
Bias does not 

lives 

What we're doing here is 

identifying

acknowledging

exists 

There's an 

diversity

Dalia Mogahed 

What it's like to be 

Muslim in America 

Do you look at me as an

oppressed, brainwashed

woman?

That's just how the media has 

been portraying

look like me

My feminist friends were 

aghast: "Why are you 

oppressing

I wrestled

You are Middle

descent

a prominent

story that really took me aback

Amal Kassir 

The Muslim on the 

airplane 

International spoken word 

poet 

Unapologetic Muslim 

woman

Activist

Social justice advocate

A terrorist

A sand nigger

A raghead

A suspect

A radical

An extremist
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identity as a human being 

the term haja which literally 

means to conceal or hide from 

that means being humble in 

your daily 

this idea of modesty is often 

en as outmoded or 

primitive people 

2. What is her conception 

of her belief about 

Hijab? 

3. What did she do to solve 

her problems? 

 

Equal opportunity is 

ubiquitous  
Bias does not determine our 

What we're doing here is 

identifying and 

acknowledging that a bias 

 

There's an intense lack of 

diversity in our places 

1.Who is Yasmin Abdeel? 

2.What is the unconscious 

bias that she meant in 

her talk? 

3.What is her suggestion 

to the ones who want to 

see and be wise in 

seeing diversity? 

Do you look at me as an 

oppressed, brainwashed 
woman? 

That's just how the media has 

portraying people who 

look like me 

My feminist friends were 

: "Why are you 

oppressing yourself?" 

wrestled with the Quran 

You are Middle-Eastern 

descent 

prominent imam told me a 

story that really took me aback 

1. What is the issue that 

was raised by the 

speaker? 

2. How was the perception 

of most American 

whenever they see 

woman with headscarf? 

3. What is her suggestion 

to solve the security 

issue in America? 

 

International spoken word 

Unapologetic Muslim 

woman 

Activist 

Social justice advocate 

A terrorist 

A sand nigger 

raghead, oppressed 

A suspect 

A radical  

An extremist 

1. What does her name 

mean? 

2. What happen to her at 

the beginning of her 

story? 

3. How do most people see 

the refugees? 

4. According to Amal, 

what should we do with 

our curiosity? 
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2. Have you ever 

been in a similar 

situation to the one 

Attiya describes in 

her story?  

3. What did you do? 

1. What do you think 

of the unconscious 

bias in the talk? 

2. Have you ever 

been in a similar 

situation to the one 

Yasmin describes 

in her story? How 

does it happen to 

you? 

3. Does unconscious 

bias happen in 

Indonesia?  

4. What kind of 

unconscious bias 

happens in 

Indonesia? 

1. What do you think 

about the talk? 

2. Do you think the 

speaker was 

oppressed by 

wearing Hijab? 

Why? 

3. Do you think 

terrorism issue 

happen in 

Indonesia?  

4. How do 

Indonesian People 

see the issue of 

Islamophobia and 

terrorism?  

 

1. What do you 

think about the 

talk? 

2. What do you 

think about the 

way she delivers 

her talk? 

3. How should we 

act on our 

curiosity? 

4. What would we 

do to face our 

fear? 



 

__ 
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The materials above had been used by

students in the classroom. The target of this 

Islamic-content TED talks into the class for 1

asked to answer all those questions 

introduced by the new vocabularies that are closely related with Islamic th

were asked to listen one of those TED talks and figure out the important sequences in those 

talks based on Gallo’s public speaking sequences (

improve students’ intensive listening skill by noticing the general idea of the materials. The 

students are also expected to be responsive in seeing the issue by giving comments / point of 

view on the presented listening this activity was good for stimulating student’s critical 

thinking.  

Having done the 1st activity

result in the form of formal presentation

presented by the 5 presenters above

students to present TED Talk like in 

of the students were assessed by the public speaking rubric as explained in method section.

From the presentation result, teacher noticed that almost all students did not have any 

idea in structuring TED public speaking talk. The thing that could be 

courage and confidence of the students in presenting their presentation with Islamic selected 

topic given. Most of the students did great job in integrating the 

their presentation. 

• Cycle 2 

Having reflected the result of cycle 1, the teacher set a target in making students 

understand on public speaking sequence. 

been specially created by the lecturers to figure out the style and major sequence

in those selected Islamic-content TED Talks. Before that, the lecturer introduced one Islamic

Content TED Talks in the title “Islamophobia killed my brother, let’s end the hate” by 

Suzanne Barakat and give the public speaking theory and analyze

Talks sequences presented by Gallo 

below, and the students were asked to analyse the other Islamic talks in the form of 

then present the result and present the sample of the talk in front of the class.
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materials above had been used by Islamic Broadcasting and Communication 

target of this 1st cycle was the introduction of those 5 selected 

content TED talks into the class for 1-2 meetings. Having watched the students were 

asked to answer all those questions in class with their friends, besides, they were also 

introduced by the new vocabularies that are closely related with Islamic theme. The students 

were asked to listen one of those TED talks and figure out the important sequences in those 

’s public speaking sequences (2014). This activity has a purpose to 

improve students’ intensive listening skill by noticing the general idea of the materials. The 

students are also expected to be responsive in seeing the issue by giving comments / point of 

ng this activity was good for stimulating student’s critical 

activity, the students were asked to present the classroom activity 

result in the form of formal presentation and performing the selected Islamic-TED topic as 

presented by the 5 presenters above. This presentation was regarded as the 1st time for the 

like in front of the class. in this presentation, the performances 

re assessed by the public speaking rubric as explained in method section.

From the presentation result, teacher noticed that almost all students did not have any 

idea in structuring TED public speaking talk. The thing that could be appreciated

age and confidence of the students in presenting their presentation with Islamic selected 

topic given. Most of the students did great job in integrating the targeted vocabularies into 

Having reflected the result of cycle 1, the teacher set a target in making students 

understand on public speaking sequence. The students were given second worksheet that had 

been specially created by the lecturers to figure out the style and major sequence

content TED Talks. Before that, the lecturer introduced one Islamic

Content TED Talks in the title “Islamophobia killed my brother, let’s end the hate” by 

Suzanne Barakat and give the public speaking theory and analyze the talks based on TED 

Gallo (2007).  The sequences were presented in the table 

below, and the students were asked to analyse the other Islamic talks in the form of 

then present the result and present the sample of the talk in front of the class. 
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Islamic Broadcasting and Communication 

was the introduction of those 5 selected 

meetings. Having watched the students were 

, besides, they were also 

eme. The students 

were asked to listen one of those TED talks and figure out the important sequences in those 

has a purpose to 

improve students’ intensive listening skill by noticing the general idea of the materials. The 

students are also expected to be responsive in seeing the issue by giving comments / point of 

ng this activity was good for stimulating student’s critical 

classroom activity 

TED topic as 

This presentation was regarded as the 1st time for the 

of the class. in this presentation, the performances 

re assessed by the public speaking rubric as explained in method section. 

From the presentation result, teacher noticed that almost all students did not have any 

appreciated was the 

age and confidence of the students in presenting their presentation with Islamic selected 

vocabularies into 

Having reflected the result of cycle 1, the teacher set a target in making students 

The students were given second worksheet that had 

been specially created by the lecturers to figure out the style and major sequences presented 

content TED Talks. Before that, the lecturer introduced one Islamic-

Content TED Talks in the title “Islamophobia killed my brother, let’s end the hate” by 

the talks based on TED 

.  The sequences were presented in the table 

below, and the students were asked to analyse the other Islamic talks in the form of group 
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Table 2. Islamic-English TED Talk Analysis

Presenter Emotional 
How do they open their talk? 

What is this opening?

How do you feel about their 

opening?

Are their

their body language comfortable 

and impactful for you?

Mustafa Akyol  

Faith versus Tradition 

in Islam  

 

Attiya Latif 

TEDxUVA 

A Feminist's Choice to 

Wear the Hijab 

 

Yassmin Abdel-

Magied 

What does my 

headscarf mean to you? 

 

Dalia Mogahed 

What it's like to be 

Muslim in America 

 

Amal Kassir 

The Muslim on the 

airplane 

 

 

In this cycle, the students were 

speaking. The basic components of communication theory coined by Aristotle were known as 

the existence of ethos, logos, and pathos in persuasive skill. Ethos is the speaker credibility, 

logos is known as the evidence or data and 

presented to persuade audience. 

sequences of TED Talks. The sequences of TED Talks should cover; (1) Emotional / Ethos

the presentation should touch the audience heart; (2) Novel / Logos

teach something new; (3) Memorable / Pathos

presentation.  

Being emotional means the speaker should attached their emotion o

audience. The attachment could be created by exhibiting great presentation style, body 

language, and verbal delivery to make the listener feel comfortable and impactful. Novelty 

becomes the most important aspect in TED talks. TED prese

by giving something new and sharing new information by using unique approach to the area 

TED Public Speaking as a Source Material for Improving Islamic Student’s Communication Skill

English TED Talk Analysis sequence for cycle 2 

Emotional  
How do they open their talk?  

What is this opening? 

How do you feel about their 

opening? 

their verbal delivery and 

their body language comfortable 

and impactful for you? 

Novel 
What is the talk about? 

 Was the speaker easy to 

understand? 

What is the message? 

Memorable
What do you 

think about the 

speaker?

What can you 

remember most 

from the 

speaker?

  

  

  

  

  

cycle, the students were targeted to understand the component of public 

The basic components of communication theory coined by Aristotle were known as 

the existence of ethos, logos, and pathos in persuasive skill. Ethos is the speaker credibility, 

is known as the evidence or data and pathos is the emotional appeal that should be 

presented to persuade audience. Gallo (2014), simplified those Greek theory into the 

The sequences of TED Talks should cover; (1) Emotional / Ethos

the presentation should touch the audience heart; (2) Novel / Logos – the presentation should 

teach something new; (3) Memorable / Pathos–the audience should never forget the 

Being emotional means the speaker should attached their emotion of their topic to the 

audience. The attachment could be created by exhibiting great presentation style, body 

language, and verbal delivery to make the listener feel comfortable and impactful. Novelty 

becomes the most important aspect in TED talks. TED presenter should engage the audience 

by giving something new and sharing new information by using unique approach to the area 

__ 
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Memorable 
What do you 

think about the 

speaker? 

What can you 

remember most 

from the 

speaker? 

 

 

 

 

 

to understand the component of public 

The basic components of communication theory coined by Aristotle were known as 

the existence of ethos, logos, and pathos in persuasive skill. Ethos is the speaker credibility, 

is the emotional appeal that should be 

Gallo (2014), simplified those Greek theory into the 

The sequences of TED Talks should cover; (1) Emotional / Ethos – 

the presentation should 

the audience should never forget the 

f their topic to the 

audience. The attachment could be created by exhibiting great presentation style, body 

language, and verbal delivery to make the listener feel comfortable and impactful. Novelty 

nter should engage the audience 

by giving something new and sharing new information by using unique approach to the area 



 

__ 
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of their study. Some memorable TED presentations come from the vivid presentation and 

multisensory experiences felt by the audience. In

emotional, Novel and Memorable, KPI Students are asked to analyze the selected Islamic

content TED materials and present the result in front of the class as the 2nd assignment. 

Having accomplished this part of learn

pathos and ethos or to understand the flow of 

Memorable. So, in the next session, the students could create their genuine and powerful 

public speaking in the form of Islamic TED Talks. Below is the worksheet given for 

analyzing the flow of selected Islamic talks. 

• Cycle 3 and 4  

The third and fourth cycle

the students. The students were asked 

that they want to raise make a concept of their Islamic TED talks by following the sequences 

of TED Talks proposed by Gallo (2014). The third 

their presentation material and the 

their material by rehearsing or doing 

friends; the students should work in small group and present the material in front of 

and then get the feedback from them. The goal of the 

presentation as the rehearsal for their future 

The role of TED Talks used for improving speaking skill is not as plenty as improving 

speaking skill. Most researchers use any TED Talks to help students with their pronunciation. 

These talks may serve as an excellent model from which students can practice individual 

words, thought groups, word stress, etc. Students could use the word by word listening in

“Micro-listening” materials by 

practicing the micro-listening skill in the form of practicing pronunciation, in this section, the 

students got a worksheet that consist of the flow and sequences 

the official TED guide to public speaking and Gallo’s sequence for powerful TED Talks.

The students are asked to design their Islamic public speaking presentation by 

following the guide below. As Gallo (2014) and 

guide, TED Public Speaking should cover three main aspect of presentation, they are 

introduction / Emotional (Pathos) section, Content / Idea which is known as Novel (Logos), 

and the last is closing or Memorable section (Pathos) in Gallo’s definition. The first focus on 

building / designing this presentation is preparing the novel idea that would be presented t
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of their study. Some memorable TED presentations come from the vivid presentation and 

multisensory experiences felt by the audience. In order to get the understanding of being 

emotional, Novel and Memorable, KPI Students are asked to analyze the selected Islamic

content TED materials and present the result in front of the class as the 2nd assignment. 

Having accomplished this part of learning, the students are expected to get the idea of logos, 

pathos and ethos or to understand the flow of TED Talk that should be Emotional, Novel, and 

Memorable. So, in the next session, the students could create their genuine and powerful 

the form of Islamic TED Talks. Below is the worksheet given for 

analyzing the flow of selected Islamic talks.  

cycle was the case building of the personal Islamic TED Talks by 

the students. The students were asked to autonomously choose the theme / social issues that 

that they want to raise make a concept of their Islamic TED talks by following the sequences 

of TED Talks proposed by Gallo (2014). The third cycle focused on preparing the novelty of 

terial and the fourth cycle focused on giving the pathos and ethos for 

by rehearsing or doing the preparation of presentation in front of their chosen 

friends; the students should work in small group and present the material in front of 

and then get the feedback from them. The goal of the last cycle was the preparation for the

as the rehearsal for their future final test. 

The role of TED Talks used for improving speaking skill is not as plenty as improving 

Most researchers use any TED Talks to help students with their pronunciation. 

These talks may serve as an excellent model from which students can practice individual 

words, thought groups, word stress, etc. Students could use the word by word listening in

listening” materials by practicing reproducing these new words at home. Besides 

listening skill in the form of practicing pronunciation, in this section, the 

students got a worksheet that consist of the flow and sequences of TED Talks compiled from 

the official TED guide to public speaking and Gallo’s sequence for powerful TED Talks.

The students are asked to design their Islamic public speaking presentation by 

following the guide below. As Gallo (2014) and Anderson (2016) said in his Official TED 

guide, TED Public Speaking should cover three main aspect of presentation, they are 

l (Pathos) section, Content / Idea which is known as Novel (Logos), 

and the last is closing or Memorable section (Pathos) in Gallo’s definition. The first focus on 

building / designing this presentation is preparing the novel idea that would be presented t
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of their study. Some memorable TED presentations come from the vivid presentation and 

order to get the understanding of being 

emotional, Novel and Memorable, KPI Students are asked to analyze the selected Islamic-

content TED materials and present the result in front of the class as the 2nd assignment. 

ing, the students are expected to get the idea of logos, 

that should be Emotional, Novel, and 

Memorable. So, in the next session, the students could create their genuine and powerful 

the form of Islamic TED Talks. Below is the worksheet given for 

TED Talks by 

the theme / social issues that 

that they want to raise make a concept of their Islamic TED talks by following the sequences 

on preparing the novelty of 

focused on giving the pathos and ethos for 

the preparation of presentation in front of their chosen 

friends; the students should work in small group and present the material in front of them, 

was the preparation for their 

The role of TED Talks used for improving speaking skill is not as plenty as improving 

Most researchers use any TED Talks to help students with their pronunciation. 

These talks may serve as an excellent model from which students can practice individual 

words, thought groups, word stress, etc. Students could use the word by word listening input / 

practicing reproducing these new words at home. Besides 

listening skill in the form of practicing pronunciation, in this section, the 

TED Talks compiled from 

the official TED guide to public speaking and Gallo’s sequence for powerful TED Talks. 

The students are asked to design their Islamic public speaking presentation by 

said in his Official TED 

guide, TED Public Speaking should cover three main aspect of presentation, they are 

l (Pathos) section, Content / Idea which is known as Novel (Logos), 

and the last is closing or Memorable section (Pathos) in Gallo’s definition. The first focus on 

building / designing this presentation is preparing the novel idea that would be presented to 
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the audience. Anderson (2016) defined an idea as anything that can change how people see 

the world. By conjuring up a compelling idea in peo

have done something wondrous by giving the audiences a gift of incalculable value for their 

life. The issue or idea should not be big / had thing to understand, it could be started from the 

simple thing we know / master about. The point is an important idea, wrapped up in a fresh 

story, can make a great talk, if it’s told the right way. As a reason of religious weekly 

sermons that tell us the same things over and over, packaged different ways. 

KPI students could start sharing simple 

modest by wearing hijab, the equality concept in 

etc. 

Having done the content, the students were asked to design their pub

their ethos and pathos sequence as demanded in assignment 4. In opening / pathos / emotional 

section, the students should pick the way to open the Islamic TED Talks and set the verbal 

delivery and their body language while presenting the ma

anecdotes relevant to your subject matter, start the opening with the quotation or delivering 

unforgettable moment related to the material. If the students want to wrap their Islamic TED 

Talks into more academic, they could

another of particular issue they raised. After designing the powerful and emotional opening, 

the students should give attention on the verbal delivery and body language. The verbal 

delivery covers the rate (speed in which we speak), volume (the loudness and softness), pitch 

(high or low inflection), and pauses (short pauses to punch 

enthusiasm, eye contact, communicative body language, meaningful gestures in body 

language section. The speaker could prepare the appropriate gesture and expression in 

particular line of their speech such as nodding the head when the speaker say “Yes, no one 

would be treated differently”, or leaning the body forward by opening palms for intro

him/her, and many others. 

In closing section, the presenter could give multi

multimedia for activating visual sense, integrating powerful delivery & sounds for giving 

memorable auditory experience and bringing props or do

the audience feeling. The presenter cold duplicate the way Yassmin Abdel take of her 

to show her other Muslim “face”/ “wardrobe”, an engineering cloth, whenever he work in oil 

rig site to activate audience visual and kinesthetic sensory. The last is the way to close the 

Islamic TED Talks. The students could give Call to action / Personal 

TED Public Speaking as a Source Material for Improving Islamic Student’s Communication Skill

defined an idea as anything that can change how people see 

the world. By conjuring up a compelling idea in people’s minds, the TED Public Speakers 

have done something wondrous by giving the audiences a gift of incalculable value for their 

life. The issue or idea should not be big / had thing to understand, it could be started from the 

about. The point is an important idea, wrapped up in a fresh 

story, can make a great talk, if it’s told the right way. As a reason of religious weekly 

sermons that tell us the same things over and over, packaged different ways. In this section

KPI students could start sharing simple Islamic idea such as the point of view of being 

modest by wearing hijab, the equality concept in Islam as seen in pilgrimage ritual in mecca,

Having done the content, the students were asked to design their public speaking in 

their ethos and pathos sequence as demanded in assignment 4. In opening / pathos / emotional 

section, the students should pick the way to open the Islamic TED Talks and set the verbal 

delivery and their body language while presenting the material. The presenter could tell 

anecdotes relevant to your subject matter, start the opening with the quotation or delivering 

unforgettable moment related to the material. If the students want to wrap their Islamic TED 

Talks into more academic, they could start giving statistical data or comparison of one to 

another of particular issue they raised. After designing the powerful and emotional opening, 

the students should give attention on the verbal delivery and body language. The verbal 

rate (speed in which we speak), volume (the loudness and softness), pitch 

(high or low inflection), and pauses (short pauses to punch keywords) during presentation and 

enthusiasm, eye contact, communicative body language, meaningful gestures in body 

ge section. The speaker could prepare the appropriate gesture and expression in 

particular line of their speech such as nodding the head when the speaker say “Yes, no one 

would be treated differently”, or leaning the body forward by opening palms for intro

In closing section, the presenter could give multi-sensory experience by using 

multimedia for activating visual sense, integrating powerful delivery & sounds for giving 

memorable auditory experience and bringing props or doing kinesthetic sense for touching 

the audience feeling. The presenter cold duplicate the way Yassmin Abdel take of her 

to show her other Muslim “face”/ “wardrobe”, an engineering cloth, whenever he work in oil 

rig site to activate audience visual and kinesthetic sensory. The last is the way to close the 

Islamic TED Talks. The students could give Call to action / Personal Commitment / Values 
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defined an idea as anything that can change how people see 

ple’s minds, the TED Public Speakers 

have done something wondrous by giving the audiences a gift of incalculable value for their 

life. The issue or idea should not be big / had thing to understand, it could be started from the 

about. The point is an important idea, wrapped up in a fresh 

story, can make a great talk, if it’s told the right way. As a reason of religious weekly 

n this section, 

idea such as the point of view of being 

as seen in pilgrimage ritual in mecca, 

lic speaking in 

their ethos and pathos sequence as demanded in assignment 4. In opening / pathos / emotional 

section, the students should pick the way to open the Islamic TED Talks and set the verbal 

terial. The presenter could tell 

anecdotes relevant to your subject matter, start the opening with the quotation or delivering 

unforgettable moment related to the material. If the students want to wrap their Islamic TED 

start giving statistical data or comparison of one to 

another of particular issue they raised. After designing the powerful and emotional opening, 

the students should give attention on the verbal delivery and body language. The verbal 

rate (speed in which we speak), volume (the loudness and softness), pitch 

) during presentation and 

enthusiasm, eye contact, communicative body language, meaningful gestures in body 

ge section. The speaker could prepare the appropriate gesture and expression in 

particular line of their speech such as nodding the head when the speaker say “Yes, no one 

would be treated differently”, or leaning the body forward by opening palms for introducing 

sensory experience by using 

multimedia for activating visual sense, integrating powerful delivery & sounds for giving 

ing kinesthetic sense for touching 

the audience feeling. The presenter cold duplicate the way Yassmin Abdel take of her Abaya 

to show her other Muslim “face”/ “wardrobe”, an engineering cloth, whenever he work in oil 

rig site to activate audience visual and kinesthetic sensory. The last is the way to close the 

Commitment / Values 
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and Vision / Satisfying Encapsulation / Narrative Symmetry / Lyrical Inspiration to end with 

power.  

Table 3. The Islamic

Presenter : 

........................ 

Class: 

Tittle: .....................................................................................................................

  

Opening Deliver a dose of drama by using Anecdote 

/ Narration / Story / Quotation / Definition

Ignite Curiosity by giving 

Statistical Data

Show a compelling slide, video or object

Teasing audience

Verbal Delivery Rate, Volume, Pitch, Pauses

Body Language Enthusiasm, Eye contact, Communicative 

body language, Meaningful gestures

New Information one Supporting Points 1.1

Supporting Points 1.2

Supporting Points 1.3

New Information one Supporting Points 1.1

Supporting Points 1.2

Supporting Points 1.3

New Information three Supporting Points 3.1

Supporting Points 3.2

Supporting Points 3.3

Multi-Sensory 

Experience 

Multimedia (visual) / Powerful delivery & 

sounds (auditory) / Kinesthetic sense & 

props (feel)

Stay on your lane The Signature “I am ...”

Closing Call to action / 

Personal Commitment /

Values and Vision /

Satisfying Encapsulation /

Narrative Symmetry /

Lyrical Inspiration

 

After public speaking training, students showed remarkable improvement at the end 

of the semester. Having accomplished 

tasks in one semester, most of the students could improve the content of 

present their material persuasively. The accuracy, the pronunciations and the fluency 

especially were also improved well. 
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and Vision / Satisfying Encapsulation / Narrative Symmetry / Lyrical Inspiration to end with 

The Islamic-TED Talk-Like Design for cycle 3 and 4 

Class: ......................... Topic: ..............................

Tittle: .....................................................................................................................

� �

Emotional (Ethos) 

Deliver a dose of drama by using Anecdote 

/ Narration / Story / Quotation / Definition 

Ignite Curiosity by giving comparration / 

Statistical Data  

Show a compelling slide, video or object  

Teasing audience 

 

Rate, Volume, Pitch, Pauses  

Enthusiasm, Eye contact, Communicative 

body language, Meaningful gestures 

 

Novel (Logos) 

Supporting Points 1.1 

Supporting Points 1.2 

Supporting Points 1.3 

 

Supporting Points 1.1 

Supporting Points 1.2 

Supporting Points 1.3 

 

Supporting Points 3.1 

Supporting Points 3.2 

Supporting Points 3.3 

 

Memorable (Pathos) 

Multimedia (visual) / Powerful delivery & 

sounds (auditory) / Kinesthetic sense & 

props (feel) 

 

The Signature “I am ...”  

Call to action /  

Personal Commitment /  

Values and Vision /  

Satisfying Encapsulation /  

Narrative Symmetry / 

Lyrical Inspiration 

 

After public speaking training, students showed remarkable improvement at the end 

of the semester. Having accomplished all cycles’s activities in the form of assignments and

most of the students could improve the content of talk and the way to 

present their material persuasively. The accuracy, the pronunciations and the fluency 

especially were also improved well. As the data showed from the bar below, the students’ 
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and Vision / Satisfying Encapsulation / Narrative Symmetry / Lyrical Inspiration to end with 

Topic: .............................. 

Tittle: ..................................................................................................................................... 

�  NOTES  � �  

After public speaking training, students showed remarkable improvement at the end 

all cycles’s activities in the form of assignments and 

and the way to 

present their material persuasively. The accuracy, the pronunciations and the fluency 

As the data showed from the bar below, the students’ 
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achievement were improving. From cycle one, most students 

enc of the cycle, most of the students, 33 out of 52 students could 

and 10 % of them could achive

presented graph this paper showed that the very

gradually. 

 

4. Conclusions 

This article highlighted important advantages and steps gained through the use of 

Islamic-content TED Talks as authentic materials in Islamic Broadcasting and 

Communication EFL classroom. This integration could cultivate further interest in the 

specified field or topic that can eventually lead to more autonomous and meaningful learning 

for not only listening skill but also speaking skill. By utilizing the language, ideas, and 

sequences of Islamic-content TED videos for students’ personal public speaking, as

result, students showed remarkable improvement at the end of the semester. Not only have 

they improved the confidence in delivering English

have improved their accuracy, pronunciation, and fluency. Further rese

conducted to determine the effectiveness TED has in improving speaking skill among 

undergraduate university students.  
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This article highlighted important advantages and steps gained through the use of 

content TED Talks as authentic materials in Islamic Broadcasting and 

Communication EFL classroom. This integration could cultivate further interest in the 

ield or topic that can eventually lead to more autonomous and meaningful learning 

for not only listening skill but also speaking skill. By utilizing the language, ideas, and 

content TED videos for students’ personal public speaking, as

result, students showed remarkable improvement at the end of the semester. Not only have 

they improved the confidence in delivering English–Islamic content TED Talks, but they also 

have improved their accuracy, pronunciation, and fluency. Further research must be 

conducted to determine the effectiveness TED has in improving speaking skill among 

undergraduate university students.   
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the good level and the 

the very good level 

the excellent shore in the last cycle. Generally, from the 

good level of the student could be achieved 

 

This article highlighted important advantages and steps gained through the use of 

content TED Talks as authentic materials in Islamic Broadcasting and 

Communication EFL classroom. This integration could cultivate further interest in the 

ield or topic that can eventually lead to more autonomous and meaningful learning 

for not only listening skill but also speaking skill. By utilizing the language, ideas, and 

content TED videos for students’ personal public speaking, as the 

result, students showed remarkable improvement at the end of the semester. Not only have 

Islamic content TED Talks, but they also 

arch must be 

conducted to determine the effectiveness TED has in improving speaking skill among 

especially the Islamic 
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